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INVESTIGATION OF MASS AND TINE DISTRIB~ION OF DEMYBD NEUTRONS

IN THE TNERMAL FISSION OF 235 U BY AN ON-LINE MASS SEPARATOR

by

E. Roeckl

ABSTMCT

The delayed neutron emission in the thermal fission of
235U

was investigated with a helium-filled mass separator. The neutron
●ctivity waa meaaured in coincidence with the ~ decay ●rieing from
neutron emiaaion. From the measurement of the activity buildup,
the neutron yield for varioua timeo after fiaaion was determined,
and the half-life waa obtained from the measurement of the activ-

ity decay. The maaa distribution of these magnitude waa deter-
mined in the total fiaaion yield range. The total neutron yield
of light fiaaion products is 1.05 neutrons/100 fiseiona, ●nd that
of heavy fioaion products is only 0.53 neutrons/100 fiaaiona. The
meaaured maea and time dependence waa comparad with the previously
published valuea for identified neutron emitters. Previously un-
identified fractiona of the activity in tha maaa range from 85 to
88 (half-life of 1 ●ec) and the maaa range from 96 to 100 (half-
life of 1.5 eec) are diacuaaed. The yield variation between light
and heavy fiaaion producte ia indicated on the baaia of the ●ya-
tematica of the delayed neutron emiaaion, and the previously un-
identified activity was asaigned to the mother nuclidea 98Y and
99y.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since Roberta, Xeyer, and Wangl discovered

the delayed emiaaion of neutrone in nuclear fia-

aion, in 1959, this theoretically and practically

interesting phenomenon has been the subject of

numerous inveati.gationa. Study of thie rare type

of radioactive disintegration contributes to un-

derstanding of the disintegration mechaniam, of

the structure of neutron-rich nuclei, and of the

energy-maaa trough and providea data for design of

particular reactor types.2

Delayed neutron emiaaion is poanible during

~ decay of a fioaion product (parent nuclide) when

the atate of excitation in the daughter nucleus

exceeds the neutron binding energy of the daughter

nucleus (neutron emitter). The half-life of

neutron emiseion ia that of the preceding ~ disin-

tegration. Tha decay of delayed neutron activity

waa measured for numerous fission proceaaea, and

classified into eix groupa characterized by aver-

age half-lives of 55, 22, 5.4, 2.3, 0.51, and 0.19

sec. Although relative and abaolute yields of

these groupa differ substantially from one fiaaion

proceaa to another, the average half-lives remain
3

approximately equal. The contributions of indi-

vidual neutron emfttera to these half-life groupa

are not yet adequately known.

Radiochemi.cal separation methods have been

eucceaafully used to identify delayed neutron emit-

ters and to determine their yield.
4-10

Baaic dif-

ficulties in these methods ara limited separation

apeed, differentiation of chemically related ele-

ments, and maaa correlation within an isotope aer-

iea. These problems can be solved by using on-line

aeparatora to study delayed neutrons: the separ-

ation time ia negligibly small compared to the

half-lives, and maaa correlation ia unambiguous.

On-iine maas ●eparatora that combine rapid

radiochemical separation and separation by a mag-
10-12

netic field have been developed. In contraat

to these aeparatora, a helium-filled on-line maaa

separator can separate a beam of chemically non-

preaorted ffaaion products according to maaa. Uae

1



of this apparatus to study delayed neutron emission
13

was proposed by Cohen and Fulmer as early as

1958.

This report preaenta measurements of time and

mass distribution of delayed neutron emission in
235

U fission performed with the helium-filled maaa
..

separator of the Julich FRJ-2 research reactor.

2. THE MASS SEPARATQR

2.L. Oueratinz Principle.

Charged particles are deflected in a magnetic

field, B, in accordance with the expression

Be-$ , (1)

where

P = the ion path’s radius of curvature in the

magnetic field,

A = ion mass number,

v - ion velocity, and

q = ion charge number.

Let the deflection path along the magnetic

field be filled with gas. The ion charges change

through collision with the gas atoms. A single

ion’s deflection in the magnetic field is then pro-

portional to the average charge, qi, of all ionic

charge states that this ion assumed on its path

through the field. With ● high enough number of

impacts, qi becomes equal to the average ion charge

number, ~, of all ions of equal mass and nuclear

charge in the gas. The average ion charge, <. of

heavy ions passing through matter may be described

by the following empirical relationship given by

Heckman et al. 14
15

and confirmed by Betz et ●l.

‘(v’z)-zkcexp-(al‘ ‘2)
where ‘

Z = atomic number of the ion, ●nd

v
o

-~ (c = velocityof light).

C and Y are parameters that are independent of vel-

ocity and vary only slowly with the ●tomic number,

Z, of the ion and with the nuclear charge of the

moderator. C = 1, and Y = 2/3 yields for v < VOZY

the general relationship postulated by Bohr
16

for

“o

. (3)

Substitution of this expression for the ion

charge, q, in Eq. (1) shows that 2P is independent

of v. Grueter’s measurements
17 of 94

Sr ions from

the mass separator beam using helium as the charge-

tran.sfer gas have shown, however, that C and ‘f de-

viate from the values aaaumed in Eq. (3). Never-

theless, deflection in the magnetic field is in-

dependent of the fission product velocity and of

its ionic-charge atatea over a wide range of vel-

ocities. One may therefore use relatively thick

fission sources that have a greater spread than

the (~ - . 6.5%) initially present in fission.

The thick fission source and the deflections in-

dependence of the ion-charge state give the high

radiation intensity that is the helium-filled mass

separators most important advantage.

Equation (2) applies to the average fission-

product Ion-charge number, ~. Despite the large

breadth of the ion-charge distribution ($ FwHM =

25%) originally present in fission, mass separation

with fair resolution becomes possible because of

the gas-filling of the deflection path. The fol-

lowing fission-product interactions with the gas

must be taken into account: changes in the ion-

charge state caused by charge-altering collisions,

changea in the flight direction caused by elastic

nuclear collisions, and energy decrease by ioniz-

ation, i.e., by interaction with the electrons of

the gas atoms. The ion-charge distribution, qi,

●veraged over the path in the magnetic field becomes

narrower as the charge-altering collisions increase;

i.e., resolution increases with increasing gas

preanure. On the other hand, spreading of the beam

by multiple scattering increases as the number of

collisions and energy loss increase; i.e., resolu-

tion decreasea with increasing gas pressure. Be-

cause of this combination of processes, resolution

expressed an a function of gas pressure passes

through ● minimum. ‘I%is pressure functionality

remains even if all other effects on resolution are

taken into account. Of the various light gases,

heliuz has provided the best BP resolution ob-

tained so far. 17

2.2. Desijzn.

A helium-filled mass separator operating on

the principle outlined by, and similar to those

built by, tihen and Fulmer
13

in 1958 at Oak Ridge,

●nd Anabruster18 in 1961 at Munich, is now operated

,

.

.

*
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at the Julich (FRJ-2) research reactor. Figure

1 shows the separator layout; Fig. 2 shows the in-

stallations outsiide the biological shield viewed

from the top of the reactor.

A layer of
235

U (1 mg/cm2) at the hot end of

the radiation tube in a 1014/cm2-aec S-1 thermal-
12

neutron flux providea a source strength of 5 “ 10

fission products/see, Fission products falling

into the solid angle of the evacuated (1.4 Torr)

radiation-tube collimator enter a magnetic de-

flection system and are separated outside the bio-

logical shield from the neutron and Y-radiation ab-

sorbed in the beam catcher. The stigmatic focuoing

deflection system which deflects the fission pro-

duct beam by 33° consists of two magnets with al-

ternating field gradient. Thin VYNS foil (70-Pg/
2

cm ) separatea the helium sector in the magnetic

field from the vacuum components of the apparatus.

The detector aasembly suitable for a partl.cu-

Lar study is aet up at the focal point of tha de-

flection system. The intensity of the fission-pro-

duct radiation beam separated according to mass at

the focal point is 1014/cm2-sec for high-yield

fission products. Fission-product flight time

from source to focal point, and thus the delay time

compared to the fission event, is 1 usec.

2.3. Mass Calibration.

Mass calibration of the separator, i.e., cor-

relation of the BO value and fission-product mass,

A, according to Eq. (l), is performed experimen-

tally using long-lived fission products that can

be identified by their known half-lives and the

energy of pronounced Y lines. The method20’ 21 is

similar to the decay method described in Sec. 3.2.

In the maas separator, the BP range of intereat is

covered by changing the magnetic field, B, at a

constant radius of curvature fixed by the ion op-

tics of the apparatus.

The intensity of a known Y line as a function

of B to 1/10 of its maximum can be described by a

Gauaaian curve:

I I
‘(B) -*exp ‘(B- B0)2’2u2 “

(4)

The center of mass, Bo, of the line configuration,

f(B), is attributed to the masa, Ai, of the emit-

ting nuclide; its spread is a measure of the sepa-

rater’a resolution capacity. The relationship of

standard deviation, u(B), and relative MM (~)~

la

B

()

&
u(B) = —

2&d ‘- “

(5)

The relative FWHM (+)- of the Gaussian curve was

measured for various light gaaes aa a function of

the preaaure in the charge-transfer chamber. opti-

mum operating conditions, i.e., optimum resolution

capacity, for light fiaajon products was attained
19

with helium pressure of 6.7-mm Hg. Both mass

calibration and all meaaurementa of light fission

products were made under these conditions.

The relative (+)- on the maas ecale can be

computed from the meaaured M-resolution capacity:

()AA A

(k

@ (6)
ZFwHM r(A) B

where r ia the maas diaperaion,

S!l!.&r(A) = dA,A . (7)

Figure 3 aummarizea the separator character-

iatica for light fission products as a function of

maaa. The masa-calibration curve, (a), Fig. 3, was

determined by a computer program that computes one

maas-disperaion value, (b), Fig. 3, from each five

neighboring calibration points. The relative BP-

reaolution measurement gives a constant value of

4.3% for the entire maas range. The straight line,

(c), Fig. 3 is the result of a computer fit aasuming

linear behavior. (d), Fig. 3 ahowa the relative

maaa-resolution capacity computed by Eq. (7).

The beat heavy fission-product resolution was

obtained with 4.4-mm Hg helium pressure. Figure 4

summarize the characteristic data for these oper-

ating condftiona at which all heavy fission-product

measurement were performed. Here the relative BCI-

resolution capacity is 6.1%. Combined with the ap-

preciably poorer maaa diapersion for heavy fission

products, thjs givea a maas-resolution capacity

about three times poorer than that for light fiss-

ion products.

In using the maas-calibration curve, one must

remember that the maaa separator haa nuclear charge

diaperaion aa well aa mass dispersion, in accordance

with Eq. (2). The long-lived nuclides used for

calibration are produced cumulatively by ~ diain-

3
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Fig. 1. Layout of helium-filled mass separator.

1. Reactor core
2. 235U fission source
3. Collimator
4. Shutoff
5. Biologic shield

tegration of short-lived parenta rather than pri-

marily in fission. Separation in the mass separa-

tor occurs in short times compared to the ?-dis-

integration half-life. The atomic number appli-

cable to the calibration nuclides, which according

to Eq. (2) affects the deflection in the magnetic

field, ia therefore not their own nuclear charge,

but rather the center of mass, ZP(A), of the pri-

mary nuclear charge distribution in the mass chain,

A. The maas calibration curve shown in Figs. 3 and

4 (a) applies to all fission products not produced

by primary fission. However, the deflection of a

4

6. Vacuum
7. VYNS window
8. Charge-transfer chamber, ‘“L-mm Hg helium
9. Beam catcher
10. Image plane

primary fission product is governed by the average

atomic numbers of the parenta including the nuclide

being studied. Let this averege be smaller than Z

by AZ.
P

As shown explicitly in Ref. 20, the corre-

sponding mass dislocation, AA, of a nuclide of masa

A and nuclear charge Z is

(8)

Since AZ~O and~~ O, we have AA~O; i.e., the

maas separator indicates excessive masa for primary

fission products.

. I

b



Fig. 2. Ffass separator viewed from the top of the reactor.

*

2.4. Fission Rate at the Focal Point.

The fission rate at the separator

recorded as a function of the magnetic

for the following reasons,

focus was

field, B,

L. Comparison of measured distribution in-

volving convolution of radiochemically determined

yield distribution with the apparatus resolution

capacity tests the applicability of convolution

that will be repeated several times in similar

form.

2. Radiation intensity must be known for the

tests described below,

The fission rate was measured using a semi-

conductor detector mounted at the focal point and

connected to a charge-sensitive preamplifier

(ORTEC). Fission rates were recorded as a function

of BP value both at 6.7-Torr helium (optimum pres-

sure for light fission products) and at 1.4-Torr

helium (optimum for heavy fission products). Fig-

ure 5 shows uncorrected counting rates at the semi-

conductor detector as they occurred in testing.

Only the straight-line portion of the test curves

is used hereafter because calibration is available

for these portions (Figs. 3 and 4 (a)).

Figure 5 shows that the separator clearly sep-

arates light and heavy fission products. In con-

trast, the ratio of maximum yield (mass 95) to

minimum yield (mass 120), which is ’600 for the itl-

iti.al yield distribution, is only 10 for the meas-

ured fission-product distribution. The maximum,

corresponding to the heavy fission-proclucts, is

relatively narrow despite the poor BP resolution

because of the low mass dispersion in this mass

range (see Fig. 4).

To compare the measured fission-product dis-

tribution with the radiochemically measured mass

5
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3. Typical maaa separator data for light fission products.
(a) Mass-calibration curve
(b) Mass dispersion
(c) BP resolution capacity
(d) Mass-resolution capacity

distribution, the convolution of the latter func-

tion and the apparatus resolution capacity is

formed by taking the mass-calibration curve into

account. The convolution waa formed by use of a

computer program in accordance with Eq. (A7) de-

rived in the Appendix. The radiochemically meas-

ured fission-yield values were taken from Farrar

et .172’23 Convolution according to Eq. (A7)

yields a distribution related to a constant de-

tector interval, Ax which can be directly com-
0’

pared to the test curve shown in Fig. 5. However,

we wL1l make comparisons using “undistorted” dis-

tributions, i.e., distributions related to a con-

stant hB interval (see Appendix). Figure 6 shows

the measured fission rates after l/B correction as

open circles, and the convoluted radiochemical dis-

tribution as a continuous curve. In addition to

the magnetic field, B, Fig. 6 shows the average

maas, A, i.e., the center of the masa mixture at

the focus for a particular B. The values of ~ were

computed according to Eq. (A8). The measured data

and computed distributions, which in each instance

were fitted to the rates of the maximum, agree well.

The dash-dotted lines indicate the ranges wherein

agreement is better than 10%. Within these ranges,

both mass correlation and comparison with a com-

puted distribution can be considered reliable. The

deviations along the legs of the distribution

curves, clearly visible in Fig. 6, presumably occur

because the configuration is not a pure Gausaian

curve aa waa aasumed in forming the convolution.

For reaaons of ion physics, the configuration may

be expected to be unsymmetrical toward larger BO

values. However, this leg of the configuration,

which would at least partially explain the devia-

tions, could not be confirmed by Y spectroscopy be-

.

0
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Fission Product Mass A

Typical mass separator data for heavy
(a) Mass-calibration curve
(b) Mass dispersion
(c) BP resolution capacity
(d) Mass resolution capacity

cause the Y lines at respective distances from loss factor

fission products.

for light fission products and another

their BP maxima sre obscured by the background or

by concurrent lines.

The intensity at the focus is less for heavy

than for light fission products because of differ-

ent multiple scattering. This intensity difference

can be generally described by a mass-dependent loss

factor. However, the convoluted distributions can

be made to agree with the test values by one fit

that is the same for all light fission products,

and by another for all heavy fission products (Fig.

6). It is therefore safe to aasume one constant

for heavy fission products.

To evaluate the measurements, only the rela-

tive fission-rate distribution at the focus, not

the absolute ratea, need be known as a function of

the magnetic field. Using the above assumption

about the multiple-scattering loss factor, it is

sufficient to determine the intensity ratio, k, of

light and heavy fission products. k is obtained

from the measured fiaaion-product distribution by

separate integration of the two mass ranges. We

assumed that the two mass ranges are always sepa-

7
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rated by the distribution trough. ‘ihio yields:

k
k-~=

Intensity of Heavv Fission Products / 1.4 Torr He _ ~061
Inteneity of Light Fiesion Producte / 6.7 Torr He . (9)

e

An attempt to determine the ratio k by absolute where Ye(i) is the cumulative fission yield from

counting of known-energy Y quanta ●mitted by the

fission products yields only inaccurate results.

However, the correctness of the measured abeolute

fission rates, ke and k~, wae checked by a s-chain

length measurement
24

in the masa separator. In

this measurement, the number of ~-particle fiscione

is determined from the B rate counted in 4n geo-

metry and from the fission rate measured by a semi-

conductor detector. The result agreed well with

other authors’ values, which may be taken as con-

firmation of the result of Eq. (9).

3. NEOTRON-ACTIVITY INVESTIGATION METHODS

3.1. Activity BuilduQ.

The activity buildup can be used to deter-

mine yields because the separator’s separating pe-

riod is short compared to all ~-disintegration

half-lives, and because the separation method is

continuous. ~is method, first used by Alzmann,
25

has successfully measured fiseion-product ~-chain

lengths.
26

Let a beam of parent nuclidea whoaa properties

are identified by the subscript i be collected by

a foil, with the number, ai, of particlea impacting

per second being constant over time. Let the neu-

tron activity building up in the foil over time be

ri(t). At time T after the start of irradiation,

the activity is

!‘i(T) = ‘i ‘I(T - “)dt’ ‘
(lo)

where ni(T - t’) is the neutron activity at the

instant of observation, T, of nuclidea collected in

the foil at time t’ after the start of irradiation.

Because of the short flight time of fiaaion pro-

ducts in the separator, t’ alao Indicatea the in-

stant of the corresponding fission process. In-

troducing t = T - t’ yields

T
ri(T) = Si

4
ni(t)dt .

The fiaaion rate at the focus la taken aa

.Y(u ,
‘I=ke C

(s)

(11)

(12)

the parent nuclide. ke and ka are factors which

from the Y$i) produce the actual intensity of

light or heavy fieeion products at the focus; they

are

the

the

the

governed by the fieaion rate at the source, by

solid angle covered by the apparatus, and by

multiple fiaaion-product scattering loaaes in

charge-transfer chamber and windowa.

In Eq. (12), we aet

T

i 1
ni(t)dt-F~i) ~i(t)dt , (13)

where Pn(i) la the branching ratio of neutron and

~ disintegrations and Wi(t) describes the time

buildup of neutron activity and la normalized to

unity.

From Eqa. (12), (13), and (14), it follows

that

T

J

p (i) . ~ (1).
ri(T) - k o n

c
(:)

Ov+t)dt “ ’14)

Without considering the scale factor ke or

ka , the neutron activity at time T after start of

irradiation is the number of neutrons emitted af-

ter fission up to time T.

When the fission-product baam of the mass

separator la collected at a known BP value on a

foil (breadth AXO) mounted at the focus, a mass

mixture is praaent becauae of the moderate reso-

lution capacity. Equation (14) is now replaced

by a sum for all i neutron emitters that contri-

bute to activity, convoluted with the separator

resolution capacity. The neutron activity per AX
o

internal is found from Eq. (A7) when the fission

yields, ~i, mentioned in the Appendix are replaced

by
T

~ (i) y (i)
n c J

Vi (t)dt.
o

If the irradiation time, T, is chosen fairly

long compared to the half-lives of the parent nu-

clidea that characterize the neutron emission,

7v (t)dt approaches 1 for all i. In this case,
01

9



the neutron activity is directly proportional to

the absolute neutron yield, P Y convoluted with
n c’

the separator resolution capacity. The time be-

havior of a particular emitter (which depends on

the decay of generally unknown ancestors) no longer

enters into the expression.

By measuring this “saturated” neutron activity

as a function of BP value and taking into sccount

the different radiation intensities of light and

heavy fission products, the integral may be joined

over the entire mass range to the well-known ab-

solute value of all delayed neutrons per fission.

This amounts to absolute calibration of the detec-

tor which need not be operated in 4TT geometry. For

this purpose one need not know the absolute fission

rate, only its relative behavior.

Figure 7 shows the experimental apparatus used

for buildup measurement. The collimated fission-

product beam ia releaaed by a faat magnetic ahutter

(opening period 30 msec) and collected at the sepa-

rator focus in a thin nylon band which is part of

the transport device described in more detail in

Sec. 3.2. Increasing ~ contamination and the asso-

ciated increased random coincidence background are

avoided by always removing the exposed section of

the transport band on completion of an exposure.

3.2. Activity Damping.

The neutron yields at a specific time after

fission, or at saturation, can be obtained from the

buildup measurement described in Sec. 3.1. In

principle, the buildup curve alao contains informa-

tion on all half-lives present in the mass mixture.

However, measurement of activity damping is better

suited to half-life analysis of the mass mixture ex-

isting at the separator, or to investigating the

decay of a particular nuclide. An intermittently

operated transport device that is a further devel-

opment of that described by Hovestadt
10

waa used for

this purpose.

Figure 8 shows the transport ayatem and detec-

tor assembly for damping measurements. In contrast

to the apparatua for buildup measurements, irradi-

ation and detector sections are here separate. A

6-cm2 portion of a 500-m-long nylon band is ir-

radiated for a preselected period and then trans-

ported rapidly into the detector section. Trans-

port time, short compared to the irradiation time,

TB, is a minimumof 0.1 sec. While the decay e-

events of the irradiated part of the band are being

registered, the irradiation section is again used

for irradiating. The irradiation period, TB, is

therefore identical to the time available for meas-

.

8

1.

/
4.

I

~B 7.

>8.

Fig. 7. Experimental apparatus for buildup measurement.
. ,

1- ~He counter-tube assembly 5-
2

Neutron shield

- Polyethylene 6 : Fission-product beam

3 - Cadmium absorber 7 - Fast shutter

4- R proportional counter 8- Intermittently operated transport band

10
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Fig. 8. Transport system and detector assembly for damping measurement.

Compressed wood shield
Polyethylene
P counter tube
Irradiation position
Fission-product monitor (semi-
conductor detector)

urement and is subsequently referred to as the

cycle time for the transport device irradiation-

measurement cycle.

Activity is meaaured in the detector section

during the time interval tl to t2(0 < t < t

Fjr ~;uc~i~eTB)after termination of irradiation.

with the decay constant A, the amount, h, of the

nuclidea applied by irradiation in the irradiation

section during time TB, which decays in the detec-

tor section during the interval t
1 - ‘2’

is given

by

6- Intermittently operated transport band
7 - Vacuum chamber -
8- 3He counter tube bank

9- Cd absorber
10 - Counting position
11 - Fission-product beam

‘here T1/2
= half-life.

In Eq. (15) we assume that

elide is exclusively of primary

the particular nu-

origin, or that the

half-lives of all parents are small compared to

T1J2”
Figure 9 shows h plotted as a function of

+ for the special case tl = 0.14 “ TB, t2 =
B

0.90
‘)

h ~ can be considered the time-
“TB” \TB

resolution function of the intermittent transport

system. For a fixed cycle time TB, there is pref-

erence for a specific half-life (Tl,z
(opt) =

0.6TB), and both smaller and greater half-lives

are suppressed. However, this resolution function

is very wide (FwHM = 4.5 . T (OPt), .
1/2

As shown by

11
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Fig. 9. Time-resolution function of the transport system.

Hovestadt,
27

maximum values of h = 40% are obtained

for tl = O, t2 = TB, i.e., four times greater

intensity than is obtainable with

operating transport band.

~ n-~ Coincidence.

DeLayed neutrona, which have
28-3o

of about 500 keV, are alowed

a continuously

average energies

down in poly-

ethylene and detected in an aasembly of 2-in.-diam.

by 4-in. ‘He-counter tubes (Texlium Corporation).

By use of pulse-height discrimination, the neutron

detector is made insensitive to Y rays and eLec-

trons. By uae of a strong
60

Co source, we deter-

mined a discriminator setting at which the detector

does not react to Y rays. Perfect discrimination

ia vitally important for all delayed-neutron in-

vestigations becauae the number of ~-disintegration

events with subsequent Y decay ia substantially

greater than the number of ~-decay eventa with sub-

sequent neutron emission.

The best neutron-energy measurements available,

those by Batchelor et al.,
29

give nearly continuous

spectra for the varioua time groups, with the fol-

lowing centroida:

250 keV for group 1 (55 see),
460 keV for group 2 (22 see),
405 keV for group 3 ( 6 see),
450 keV for group 4 ( 2 see).

Groups 1 and 2 differ moat with respect to energy

(by a factor of 1.8). Here the ‘He(n,p)=H cross

section differs by a factor of 1.4 because of ita

L/v relation. In the 10-mm-thick polyethylene mod-

erator between source and 3He counter tubes, the

neutrona are subject to an average of about six

collisions. Energies on leaving the moderator

plate are about 40 keV (group 1) or 70 keV (group

2). The 3He counter tubes are already “gray” for

these energies, so there ia a 20% difference in de-

tection probability for groups 1 and 2. The counter

tubea are “darker” for the neutrona scattered by

lateral and rear moderator walls, so 20% is a high

estimate. One should further note that the ener-

getically lower half-life group 1 (essentially
87

Br) contributes only about 4% to the total yield,

whereas the energetically equal half-life groups 2

th-ough 4 constitute 81%. At least for saturated

neutron-activity measurements, the 3He counter

tubes can therefore be assumed to have approxi-

mately the same detection probability for all de-

layed neutrons, independent of energy.

Since each delayed neutron decay is

by a precursor @ decay, the neutrons are

coincidence with p particles. l%is fact

used to improve the signal-to-background

injtiated

emitted in

can be

ratio by

.

,

12
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operating ● ~ detector of good configuration (in

the preeent case a proportional counter tube with

methane circulation) in coincidence with the 3He

counter tubes. Figures 7 and 8 show the geometric

layout of n ●nd ~ detectors for buildup and damping

measurement.

Before entering the eensitive volume of the ~-

proportional counter tube, the B particles pass

through the following absorbers (see Fig. 7):

that

nylon transport band, thickness 10 @cm2;
Hostaphan-vacuum window, thickness 11 mg/cm2;
Hostaphan foil, vapor-coated with aluminum,

used as counter-tube window, thickness
1 mg/cm2.

From the energy-range relationship it follows

the detectable 8 energy has a 170-keV lower

Limit for the entire 22-mg/cm2 surface density.

‘lhe electronic threshold can be neglected by com-

parison.

The maximum energy available for ~ decay ia

the difference of the Q value, C+, for ~ decay of

the parent nuclide and the neutron-binding energy,

Bn, in the neutron emitter. For the kn~n neutron

emitters, the difference, ~ - Bn, averages 2.8

MeV.42 The maximum poasi.ble ~ energy is reduced by

the 400-keV average neutron energy to 2.fI MeV. A8 -

suming an allowed ~-decay spectr~, the counting

loss for this energy and the threshold mentioned

would be 5%. Corresponding computations for the

extreme (~ - Bn) caaea of 4.0 and 2.0 MeV yield

counting losses of 1 and 12%, respectively. Accord-

ingly, the detection probability of the ~-propor-

tional counter is assumed to have a maximum devi-

ation of ~ 6% from the average.

To detemine the optimum coincidence resolu-

tion period, neutron time-of-flight spectra were

produced for different arrangements of moderator

and cadmium shield. During a number of teat cyclee,

the neutron time-of-flight spectra were recorded in

a 1024-channel TMC multichannel analyzer using the

time-of-flight module. The pulse from the B count-

er started, and that from the neutron detector

stopped, the time-of-flight measurement. This de-

termination of coincidence resolution time takes

into account both the electron collection time in

the proportional counters and the neutron modera-

tion time. Figure 10 ia an example of a tfme-of-

flight spectrum (resolution time 0.25 wsec). Zero

time is shifted by including a fixed delay in the

neutron branch, so that even the ascending leg can

be clearly examined. The time-of-flight measure-

ments lead to the following optimum conditions for

coincidence measurement:

thickness of the polyethylene moderator be-

tween source and alie counters: 10 nm;

cadmium shield directly around 3He counters;

delay of the (faster) ~-counter tube aa com-
pared to the aHe counter tubes: LO wsec;

coincidence resolution time: 27 = 14.0 Wsec.

The number of random coincidences is governed

by the single rates ~ and Rn in both counters.

~ is determined by the time and mass relationship

26of the fission-product ~-decay events. Rn de-

rives from the constant reactor-hall background (1

pulse per see) and from two time- and mass-depend-

ent rates-- the neutron-emission rate from the ir-

radiation section, and the emission rate from the

testing section. In each instance, only one of the

latter contributions leads to real coincidence e-

vents; all other contributions must be considered

in the random-coincidence correction, The many

~ particles that do not lead to neutron emission,

although they are emitted by fission products from

the source, and the large coincidence resolution

time require a correction for random coincidences.

Although the coincidence requirement reduces

the counting rate by a factor of 2 to 5, this dis-

advantage is more than balanced by improvement in

the signal-to-background ratio. The ratio of real

to random coincidences reaches a maximum of about

100. Under favorable conditions the ratio is two

ordera of magnitude better than that without the

coincidence requirement.

3.4. Electronic Equimnent and Control.

The electronic equipment shown in Fig. 11 waa

used for buildup and damping measurement. The

pulse from the 3He counter tubes ia transmitted

directly to the coincidence stage, that from the

~ counter tubes with a 10-Waec delay. The coin-

cidence stage resolving time is approximately ad-

juated to the 14-psec optimum resolving time. Its

exact value is determined from the random coinci-

dence rate of two radioactive specimens. The coin-

cidence ai.gnals are registered by the multiscaler

module of a 1024-channel TMC multichannel analyzer.

At the beginning of a buildup measurement cy-

cle, the central electronic clock opens the rapid

13
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Fig. 10. Neutron time-of-flight spectrum.

shutter and simultaneously sets the zero point for The time functions of the single rates
%

time analysis in the multiscaler. After the time,

T, desired for buildup haa been reached, the clock

atops the muItiscaler, closes the rapid shutter,

and givea an order to the transport device. Dur-

ing an irradiation cycle for damping measurement,

the cLock gives orders for transport (time O) at

the beginning (time tl) and on completion (time t2)

of the multiscaler analyaia.

These measurement cycles are repeated at a

fixed magnetic field, and the data registered in

the multiscaler are added until the rate statistics

are satisfactory. After the appropriate number of

cycles, the multichannel memory is automatically

read out, and the magnetic field is set to a new

value. By changing the magnetic field, one can

cover the entire fission-product masa range. ALL

single rates and coincidence rates are registered

by acalea and printed out at regular intervals.

These ratea serve for checking proper measurement

performance, and the single ~ rate permits determi-

nation of the uranium foil burnup which cannot be

neglected for the long measurement periods.

and Rn are recorded under identical conditions for

each Bp value for which a coincidence multiscaler

spectrum was measured. The time-dependent rate,

2r~Rn, of the random coincidence was computed from

the single rates and the measured coincidence re-

solving time, 27, and subtracted from the coinci-

dence rate. The number of cycles necessary for

single-rate measurement is governed by the signaL-

to-background ratio and the error of the measured

coincidence rate, and therefore differs for dif-

ferent time rangea and BP values.

4. MEASUREMENT

4.1. Buildup Measurement.

The apparatus shown in Fig. 7 waa used to

perform buildup measurements for LO different Bp

values each for the light and heavy fission-product

groupa, in each case under optimum separator oper-

ating conditions. The neutron activity buildup was

registered in a cycle until 100 sec after opening

of the high-speed ahutter. At this time all of the

identified neutron emitters (see Sec. 5.2) are aat -
87Br 88Br and 1371 which have

urated except , , ,

.

.
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Magnet current supply 7-
Fast shutter 8-
Tranaport device 9-
S counter tube 10 -
n counter tube 11 -
Central time control 12 -

reached 71, 99, and 9474 of saturation activity, re-

spectively. This means that after 100 sec the

known neutron emitters have reached 98% of their

saturated activity.

Figure 12 ia an example of a multiscaler

spectrum after 300 buildup cycles in the mass 92

range. The coincidence eventa registered in the

linearly consecutive multiscaler time channels were

combined so that equidistant points were obtained

in a logarithmic time scale. Furthermore, all

counting rates for this example and for all damping

curves shown below were standardized to a uniform

counting time of 103 seconds. Total measuring time

required to obtain the coincidence spectrum shown

in Fig. 12 was 9.5 h. The random-coincidence time

distribution of this BP value was computed from

the measured single-rate buildup and subtracted

from the measured effect.

Preamplifier
Linear amplifier
Coincidence stage

~ ::::::

R~oincidence scaler

Figure 13 presents all buildup curves meas-

ured for light fission products after random-coin-

cidence correction, and Fig. 14 shows the corre-

sponding heavy-fission product data. Because nei-

ther the 1
B

correction nor the radiation-intensity

correction (which differs for light and heavy fis-

sion products) has been made, the light fission-

product buildup curves (Fig. 13) cannot be com-

pared with those for heavy fission products.

In Figs. 13 and 14 are shown the statistical

errors that result from the measured coincidence

rate and random-coincidence correction. Compared

to these errors, detection-probability deviations

for the neutron and ~ detectors are negligible (see

Sec. 3.3). For long perioda after the end of ir-

radiation, particularly for the saturated activity

at 100 see, there are many superimposed single

activities, so that the maximum deviations of de-

15
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Fig. 12. Typical buildup curve. Rcoinc = measured coincidence

rate, 2TI$~ = computed random-coincidence rate.

tection probability mentioned in Sec. 3.3 are sub-

stantially reduced.

4.2. Damping Measurement.

The assembly shown in Fig. 8 was used to ob-

tain damping curves at 18 BP values for different

irradiation periods. Cycle times for light fission

products were 152, 52.8, 18.8, 3.42, and 1.23 see,

and those for heavy fission products were 44.8,

7.78, and 1.88 sec. Figure 15 shows, as an exam-

ple, the damping curve in the mass 88 range after

1700 cycles of 18.8 sec each, as well as the cor-

rection for the computed random-coincidence rate.

The counting interval per test point and cycle for

the 18.8-sec cycle ia 1 see; accordingly, the total

counting time per data point for 1700 cycles for

the example shown in Fig. 15 is 1700 sec. For all

damping curves shown below, the total counting time

per data point has been normalized to 10’ sec. For

the 18.8-sec cycle this is equivalent to standard-

izing the number of cycles at 1000.

Figure 16 ia a three-dimensional plot of all

damping curves for light fission products as a

function of BP value. In addition to the BO co-

ordinate, the figure also gives the average mass,

~, resulting from convolution of the radiochemical

yield distribution with the apparatus resolution

according to Eq. (A8). Standardization of the

rates to a counting time of 103 sec per data point

gives a standardized number of cycles for each

hich is shown at the ordinate incycle duration, w

each case. The random-coincidence correction has

been made. Net counting time for the damping

curves shown in Fig. 16 was about 14 days. The

uranium source burnup during this period cannot be

neglected. For this reason, we checked the radi-

ation intensity at ,regular intervals, both direct-

ly by means of a semiconductor counter, and through

the ~ activity of the collecting foil (single ~

rate). All damping curves are corrected for burn-

UP ●

Figure 17 shows the data from damping meas-

urements for heavy fission products, processed in

the same manner. The distributions shown in Figs.

16 and 17 are neither corrected for l/B, nor ad-

justed to equal radiation intensity. Furthermore,

the damping curves contain systematic errors be-

16
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Fig. 13. Light fission-product activity buildup curves.

cause of the differences in detection probability

for neutron and ~ detectors described in Sec. 3.3.

These errors are discussed in Sec. 5.2.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1. Measurement Evaluations.

The necessary corrections for burnup, deple-

tion by recoil, and beam intensity were applied to

the buildup curves recorded in Figs. 13 and 14;

then the activities at 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 sec

after the atart of irradiation were subtracted for

each BO value. The results are summarized in Fig.

18. Investigation of heavy fission-product buildup

until 0.1 sec after start of irradiation was omit-

ted because of insufficient yield or exceaaive

measurement error. The average mass, Z, is again

given in addition to the magnetic field, B.

As stated in Sec. 3.1, with appropriate cali-

bration, the activity value for time T after the

start of irradiation is the number of neutrons

emitted T seconds after fission. Because calibra-

tion is performed on the basis

activity reached 100 sec after

of the saturated

the start of ir-

radiation, this distribution is discussed first.

It represents the mass distribution of the total

yield. Figure 19 shows again the corrected 100-

sec test values as a function of the magnetic

field. Separate integration of the light and

heavy mass ranges shows that 67 ~ 3% of all de-

layed neutrons are emitted by light fission pro-

ducts, and only 33 ~ 3% by heavy fission products.

The entire mass-range integral is made to agree

with the total yield of 1.58 ~ 0.05 delayed neu-
37

trons/ 100 fissions as given by Keepin for ther-
235U

mal fission of . Note that the neutron activ-
87Br 88Br and 1371

ities of the parent nuclides , ,

are not completely saturated 100 sec after the

start of irradiation. This means that on the basis

of the neutron yields of these nuclides (see Sec.

5.2, Table 111) the integral should be set equal

to 1.55 neutrons/ fission for calibration. This

17
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1- Coincidences/ 10,000 cycles = 0.1 sec 6-
2- 10,000 exposurea at 1.23 sec each 7-
3- Coincidences/ 5,000 cycles = 0.2 sec 8-
4 - 5,000 exposurea at 3.42 sec each 9-
5- Coincidences/ 1,000 cycles = 1 sec 10 -

1,000 exposures at 18.8 sec each.
Coincidences/ 333 cycles = 3 sec
333 exposures at 52.8 sec each
Coincidences/ 100 cycles = 10 sec
100 exposurea at 15.2 sec each

2.
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Fig. 17. Damping curves for different cycle durations as a function of mass (heavy fission products).
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2-
3-
4-
5-
6-

Coincidences/ 10,000 cycles = 0.1 aec
10,000 exposures at 2.09 sec each
Coincidences/ 2,000 cycles = 0.5 sec
2,000 exposures at 8.64 sec each
Coincidences/ 333 cycles = 3 sec
333 exposures at 45.0 sec each
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1, 10, and 100 sec after start of irra-
diation.

yields absolute values of 1.05 ~ 0.06 and 0.53 ~

0.04 neutrons/ 100 fissions of light and heavy fis-

sion products, respectively.

Integrating the distributions summarized in

Fig. 18 in a similar manner gives the neutron yield

at different times after fission and for corre-

sponding time intervala, separately for light and

heavy fission products. The results listed in

Table I indicate, for instance, that most delayed

neutrons are emitted from 1 to 10 sec after fis-

sion.

An obvious analyais of the damping curves

shown in Figs. 16 and 17 would be to resolve the

complex decay curve into its separate components.

However, such analysis ia not possible because of

the large errors in the test points. Instead, the

curves are characterized by the following variables:

1. Total intensity under the damping curve,

integrated with respect to decay duration, and

2.
‘Verage ‘alf-life T1/2” ‘his ‘s ‘dete-

rmined by a least-squares-fit of the teat data per-

formed assuming only one half-life.

Figure 20 shows the resulting integrala of

intensity for the different damping curves. The

integral rates are standardized for a counting

period of 104 sec. lltis condition means different

“normalized” cycle numbers depending on cycle du-

ration; in each instance the products of “normal-

ized” cycle number and counting period for a cyc Le

are shown aLong the ordinate. In addition, the

irradiation time, T~, and the representative aver-

— are shown for each distribu-
age ‘aLf-lffe’ T1/2’

tion.

‘he behavior ‘f T1/2 expressed as a function

of the Bp value will be discussed in the next sec-

tion. ALL distributions are corrected for burnup

and recoil depletion, but the resuLta for Light

and heavy fission products cannot yet be compared

with respect to intensity.

In passing within the light fission-product

group from a 152-sec cycLe duration to shorter ir-

radiation periods, the intensity distribution in-

creases both in magnitude and width. Whereas neu-

tron emission for an average 35-see half-life occurs

only in the 86 to 91 mass range, the yield distri-

bution in the second range extends over practically

the entire light mass range. Because of the fn-

ferior mass dispersion, only a smaLl shift of the

.

.
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TABLE I

NEUTRON YIELDS FOR DIFFERENT TIMES

Neutron Yield

activity.

AND TIME INTERVALS

Products I ~.06 @.11 @.07 ~.06

I

AFTER FISSION

(neutrOns/100 fissions)

Time after Fission
(see)

0.1 1 10 100

I 0.06 0.39 0.80 1.03

Heavy
Fission

0.09 0.37 0.52

Products &3.04 @oo4 ~.04

o.

Time Interval
(see)

-1 1-10 10-100

0.33 0.41 0.23

@.13 &3.13 fl.09

0.28 0.15

fl.05 @.06
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short heavy fission-product half-lives towsrd higher

mass can be detected.

Table II lists the results obtained for dif-

ferent cycle durations by separate integration for

the light and heavy masa range, respectively. For

the time being, the integration givea only relative

valuea because the coincidence counter asaembly in

the detector section of the tranaport system has

not been calibrated. This calibration, performed

using known neutron emitters and described in de-

tail in the next section, gives the yields ahown

in the last line of Table II. At ffrat glance,

these yields appear very high, but one nhould re-

call that the time resolution of the di.acontinuous

transport system is moderate, so that a very wide

half-life range is covered in any cycle duration.

Nevertheless, a clear maximum is apparent at 1 to 2

sec in the light fission-product half-life spectrum.

This shape roughly resembles the yield distribution

in the six-group analysis of gross neutron yield.
3

3.2. Comparison With Known Neutron Emitters.

Various authors have identified a number of

nuclfdes aa parents of de Layed neutron emitters.

These are sununarized in Table III, ss of early

1968, to the extent that yield determination are

available in addition to mere identification, and

to the extent that identification can be consid-

ered reliable.

For 85As, we accepted the maas correlation by

Del Msrmol et al.,
6

and the yield is the average of

their results and Tomlinson’s.
7

87Br 88Br and 89Br
For the parent nuclides , , *

two methods are available for determination of

PnYc . The first is based on the branching ratios,

P
5

n, as computed by Aaron et al. and, together with

the computed cumulative yields, Yc, gives a set of

PnYc values. The computation of Yc (see Table III,

column 2) was based on the centers, Z
P’

of primary
31

nuclear charge diatrfbution computed by Reisdorf,

which agree well with more recent tests performed
.. 24

with the Julich mass separator. Following a pro-

32
poaal by Wahl, we asaumed the shape of primary

charge distribution in a mass chain to be a Gaus-

sian curve with the breadth parameter c = 0.86.

Because of discrepancies among the nuclear charge

distributions given by different authors, a devi-

ation of f 0.2 charge units from Refsdorf’s value

was allowed for Z . l%is deviation Leads to the
P

.

.
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TABLE II

NEUTRON YIELDS FOR DIFFEi@TT HALF-LIFE RANGES

1
Light Fission Products Heavy Fission Products

1
I I

Teat No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s
I I

Irradiation
Period 152 52.S 1S.8 3.42 1.23 44.8 7.7s 1.88

TB (see)

Average

Half-Life 35 12 5.4 2.2 1.0 17 4.1 1.9

T1/2 (see)

Yield,
neutrone./100 0.11 0.30 0.55 0.92 0.84 0.21 0.26 0.25

fissions

errors given for Yce

The eecond set of PnYc for
87-89

Br ia ob-

tained from the relative yield. determined for

theee parent nuclides by Perlow and Stehney4 and

Herrmann et al.9 Following a proposal by Keepin,
3

the yield of ‘7Br is taken as equal to the ab.so-

Lute yield of 0.058 neutron/ 100 finsions for the

55-.sec group as obtained from gross neutron activ-

ity analysis. This addition ie suggested by teats

by Willisme et al.
32

which show that less than

0.5Z of the 55-eec group are due to a parent nu-
S7

elide other than Br. The last column of Table

111 shows the PnYc averages for
87-89

Br determined

by the two methode.

The yield of
90

Br can be obtained only from

relative yield. Pn meaaurementa by Amiel et
10

al., Herrmann et al.,9 and Amarel et al.’2 are

available for93Kr and90-96Rb; these, together

with the computed cumulative yields, give the val-

ues of PnYc shown.

The following were used in the heavy fission-.

137
product group: the iodine isotopes I and 1381,

for which PnYc could again be determined in two

ways; 1391; and 1401, which Herrmann et al.9 re-

cently identified as a parent nuclide. Agreement

of relative iodine yields with the 0.220-neutron/

100 fissions yield that cox et al.
33

measured for

the 20-aec group in spontaneous
252

Cf fission is

established. As in Ref. 33, we assume that the

heavy fission-product neutron yields for 252cf

fission are the same as those for
235

U fission,

and that light fission products do not appreciably

contribute to the above group yield.
ml ~ml,* eva1uation34 was Used to deter

mine the unambiguity of an identification. Ac-

cordingly, we did not include in Table III the par-

ent nuclidea 91Kr and 92 Kr reported by Day et al.
11

35
although they later reported a corwpicuouuly high

27% Pn yield for 92
Kr, whereas Amiel et al.

find no evidence of ‘lI& and 92KX-neutron a~i~~~

The systematic of delayed neutron emission are

91another point against K and 92 Kr being parent

nuclides. Slight neutron activities for 141
Xe and

142
Cs observed by Day et al.

11
and Amarel et al. 12

134were not considered either. Finally, Sb, re-

cently identified by Tomlinson et al.,8 ~and 135Sb,
7reported by Tomlinson et al. and Del Marmol et

6
al., were not included in the set of identified

parent nuclides because neutron-yield data are not

available.

The neutron yields listed in Table III show

errors of between 20 and 100%. The yields deter-

mined by different methods differ in some cases by

a factor of 2 to 3 which far exceeds the reported

errors. We could find no explanation for the dis-

crepancy in different authors! data. The following

computation ia based on the yields listed in the

last column of Table III; however, the absolute

values must by systematically reduced as will be

shown .

To compare the neutron activities measured by

the mass separator using known neutron yielda, the

yields are convoluted with the resolving power of

the apparatus on the baeis of the mass-calibration

23



TAMS III

IDENTIFIED PARENT NUCLIDES

P*Y=(10-4) R;:;y
Addition

PnYc(lo-4)
P“YC(10-4)

arent
uclide

Pm(%) Y=(%)

85Ae

Assumed
Value

PnYc(lo-4)

5.2* 1.0

6.0* 1.1

14*3

Reference I
---1 “1 1 1

I I
5.9 * 1.6
4.8 ~ 1.2 I I I 46, 7

=-l-+= 3
3, 4, 5, 9

4, 5, 9

4, 5, 9

4, 9

89Br
7-&2 1.4 ~ 0.6

90Br

93ti
3.9 ~ 0.6 -3.4* 0.4

=ttt

1.6 ~ 1.4

6.3* 1.9

i

10

9* 10, 1293Rb
1* 0.5

H2.6 &O.4 1.7~0. .7 * 0.9
1 +0.5

19, 12

t
;0+*255 7.5&2.8 2.0 * 0.8

94Rb _.

95Rb 6*3 0.8 ~ 0.5

96Rb 10*5 0.2 ~o.2

15.0 28.2 I I I
I 1 I

4.9 *3.8

252 I I I 2&2

18*3
+

12

3, 4, 5,

t 1

137~
3.0 &o. s .9 f 1.1

1 T I

11.7 ~ 3.8 1.00 22.0 *2.4 22.0 *3.3

1381
1.9 *0.5 2.5 * 0.9

1391

1401

0.47 ~o.os
4.8 &2.1 0.5

I
10.3 * 1.5 8.5* 1.3

i

4, 5, 9

4, 9
0.38 &O.05
0.8 I 13.2 *4.6 13.2 * 4.(

0.5
I

11* .11

curve. In so doing, one must usually consider time for primary charge distribution. The mass disper-

factora for the known parent nuclides which de-

scribe the effect of half-life on the contribution

made by the particular activities. For convolution

(explained for fission-product distribution in the

Appendix) ueing the mass-calibration curve (Figs.

3 and 4 (a), each of the known parent nuclidea ia

assigned the BP value that governe deflection in

the ●eparator. For this,one must firet compute the

apparent maas ehift, M, of thaee nuclidea accord-

ing to Eq. (9). The primary charge distribution

entera into the computation through the term AZ;

here again Reiadorf’a
31

●nd Wahl’~2 data were used

24

●ion, l“, ia taken from (b) Figs. 3 and 4. The

shift, M, in maaa units, for instance, of the three

strongest emittere in the light fission-product
89

group, ia 0.3 for Br, 0.6 for 90Br, ●nd 1.1 for

94Rb. Becauae of the appreciably greater mass

dieperaion for heavy ffssion producte, utasa ●hifta

1371for them ●re substantially greater: 3.3 for .

for 1391. ‘-

mentioned in Sec. 3.1, convolution for the

●nd 7.3

Ae

buildup

(A7) by

method can be performed

substituting Pn(i)Yc(i)

according to Eq.

.

I
vi(t)dt for the



.

.

term ~i in that equation. The yieLd6 licted in the

(i)y (1)0La6t column of TabIe III are u6ed for P ~
T n

The time factor{ vi(t)dt can be replaced by

(1 - ●-AT ) by aeauming that the neutron-emitting

nuclide (decay constant h) ia exclusively of pri-

mary origin or that the dacay conetante of all par-

ent nuclides are large compared to k.

Figure 21 shows the mea6ured “6aturated’1

distribution together with the result of convolu-

tion. As in Fig. 19, the measured valuea are shown

by open circles as a function of the magnetic field

or of average ma6a. The computed distribution i6

6hown by dashed lines, and the known errora result

from 6quared euperpoeition of the yield error6

Listed in Table 111.

The requirement that the computed distribu-

tion not exceed the measured distribution leads to

the fit at the highe6t point of the meaaured dis-

tribution. TMa fit to the set of known yield6

meane a further calibration. To obtain agreement

of the integrala with the allowable 1.58 neutrone/

100 fiaeione (eee Sec. 5.1), the yields that formed

the basis of convolution must be reduced. We per-

formed this reduction as follow6: aasuming that

the yields li6ted in Table III were in correct re-

lation to each other and that their relative dia-

trfbution waa unchanged, we reduced all absolute

light fla610n-product yields by 16%, and all abso-

lute heavy fission-product yields by 21%. With the

exi6ting errors, this fa entfrely p066ible.

Comparison of the two di6tribution6 6hOw6

that the difference between mea6ured and identified

heavy fiae.ion-product activi.ties La not clearly

outside the limit of error. The difference may

therefore be explained by appropriate increase of

the known yield6; there is no compelling indication

of unknown activity in the ma66 range of heavy fie-

sion products. By contrast, part of the light fis-

sion-product group in the 95 to 100 masa range re-

maina unidentified de6pite the considerable uncer-

tainty of known yields. Table IV lists the iden-

tified and unidentified parte of the light and

heavy fission product6. Of the 1.05 neutrons/ 100

fissions emitted by light fi66ion product6, 0.77

can be considered known, and 0.28 ~ 0.10 are not

yet identified.

An earlier publication
37

on part of this

study reported a substantially larger unidentified

portion. This portionha6 since been partially

●ssigned through identification of the parent nu-

cli& 93Kr a; ‘3-’’R9s10s1212

Figure 22 show6 the ●ctivity buildup test

valuea 0.1, 1, 10, ●nd 100 ●ec after start of ir-

radiation, togethar with the convolution of the

known neutron yields for light and heavy fiseion

products. The unidentified part of the 95 to 100

mace range is being built up mainly in the interval

from 0.1 to 1 sec. In this interval are alno in-

dications of 61ight unidentified activity in the

85 to 88 maas range, but this activity no longer

shows in the saturated df6tribution.

Figure6 23 and 24 compare the intensity inte-

graL and average half-life from the various damping

measurement.a, expre6sed as a function of the BO

value, with the corresponding varlablea for known

emitters. In each caae, the measured intensities

from Fig. 20 are plotted together with the computed

fmtetteity distribution in the upper halves of the6e

figures. Cavolution 16 performed according to

Eq. (A7), with the yield6, ~,, replaced by terms of

(the form P$’)Y$i)hi T1,2(ii/TB). The time factor,

h~, takea into account how much a parent nuclfde of
(i)

‘alf-lifeT1/2
contributes to the activity in-

tegral at cycle duration TB. The value of hi ia

computed from Eq. (15), and the half-lives,
(i)

, are taken from Ref. 35.
*112 _

The average half-

lives’ ‘1/2’
are plotted in the lower halvea of

Figs. 23 and 24. The open circles indicate the

result of a least-squares fit to the damping curves

shown in Figs. 16 and 17. The half-lives shown by

dashed lines are obtained when damping curves con-

structed for the identified neutron emitters are

aleo described by the above leaat-squares fit.

Figure 23(a) 6hows the results for light fia-

6iOn product6 at 152-6ec cycle duration. In the

Bp range 6tudied, the known parent nuclides used

for comparison (in this caee essentially 55.7-see
87

Br and 15.9-sec
88

Br) lead to average half-lives

of between 42 and 23 sec. The meaaured half-lives

agree well with these values. The computed inten-

sity distribution for the 152-eec cycle waa fitted

at one point to the measured intensity distribution

[see Fig. 23(a)] , which amounts to absolute cali-

bration of the counter by means of the
87

Br and

88
Br yields. This calibration is maintained for

25
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IDENTIFIED

TABLE IV

AND UNIDENTIFIED PORTIONS OF NEUTRON YIELD

.

.

Total Yield
(1.58 +0.05
n/100 Fissions)

I Identified
Portion

Unidentified
Portion

26

Light Fission Products

Percent of

I

Absolute,

Total Yield n/100 Fissions

67&3 1.05 ~0.06

51* 10 I 0.79 *0.15

16-&7 I 0.26 ~ 0.10

Heavy Fission Products

Percent of

I
Absolute,

Total Yield n/100 Fissions

33*3 0.53 * 0.04

I 0.40 *O.1O

8&7 I 0.12 *0.11
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.

Average Mass ~ all light fission-product damping measurements.

The nonconstant detection probabilities of the

neutron- and ~ detectors was not considered in the

buildup method. However, this effect cannot be

neglected in the damping measurements because only

a few neutron emitters are contributing in each

case. In the 152-sec cycle for which the intensity
87Br

calibration is perfomned, the parent nuclides

and 88 Br are present in a mixture of about 1:1.

Both parent nuclidea show a difference, (QB - Bn),

which averages about 2.8 MeV for all known parent

nuclides~’ From this aspect the calibration is

representative and not affected by the o-detector

threshold.

Further, the effect of neutron energy on neu-

tron-detector detection probability must be ex-

Magnetic Field B(kG)

116 1= no 1(2

d

Magnetic Field B(kG)

Fig. 22. Measured (o) and computed (---) mass dis-
tribution of neutron activity 0.1, 1, 10,
and 100 sec after atart of irradiation.

ami ned. The neutron energy of the parent nuclide.
87

Br, which is responsible for half-life group 1, is

smaller than the average neutron energy of the re-

maining groups. According to the estimates made in

Sec. 3.3, the detection probability for the existing

mixture of 87Br and 88 Br is therefore about 10%

above the average. However, this effect is not

subsequently considered because it may lead to even

greater increase of the unidentified portion of

activity.

The good agreement between measured and com-

puted intensity distribution in Fig. 23(a) also

remaina for cycle durations of 52,8 sec [Fig. 23

(b)] and 18.8 sec [Fig. 23(c)]. Also, the average

half-lives agree within the limits of error both

as absolute values and as a function of BP. This

shows that for light fission products with T > 5
1/2

sec there is no further unknown neutron activity of

significant yield.

The meaaured intensity for cycle durations of

3.42 sec [Fig. 23(d)] and 1.37 sec [Fig. 23(e)] iS

higher than that computed. Therefore, the differ-

ence between measured and already identified inten-

sity (i.e., the unidentified portion) of these two

damping measurement was plotted in the middle sec-

tions of Figs. 23(d) and (e). The unidentified

part of both measurements is primarily in the 95 to

100 mass range, with a smaller part in the 85 to 88

mass range. The appearance of unknown activity in

the 95 to 100 maas range agrees with the buildup

measurement results (see Fig. 21), which also in-

dicated unidentified activity in the 85 to 88 mass

27
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(a) 44.8-see cycle duration

Fig. 24. Measured (o) and computed

r-
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(---)ma= distributionOf

Average Mass ~

B(kG)

heavy fission-product intensity and half-life.
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(b) 7.78-see cycle duration
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Average Mass x

range (see Fig.

Basically,

identified part

t
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I
I

h\\t\!’

I
I

Magnetic Field B(kG)

(c) 1.88-sec cycle duration

22).

the average half-life of the un-

can be determined by comparing

measured and computed half-life distribution; for

this purpose, the mixing ratio of identified and

unidentified activity can be found from the inten-

sity curves. However, statements about half-life

become more difficult for short cycle durations

because the counting time in these cases is smaller

‘ha” ‘1/2”
As a result,

‘he ‘rror ‘n T1/2 becomes
large, and the unreliability especially increases

toward long half-lives [unsymmetrical error band,

see Fig. 23(e)] .
‘e ‘pPer limit ‘f T1/2 ‘s ‘Ome-

times better defined by a longer cycle duration,

and has therefore been adopted.

In the half-life distribution for the 1.23-sec

cycle, Fig. 23(e), in the 85 to 88 mass range, the

measured value (1.3 see) is smaller than that com-

puted (2.6 see). Based on a 1:1 ratio between

measured and computed intensity, this leads to an

32

unidentified activity

sec. A corresponding

half-life of about (0.2 ~~ z)
.

calculation for the 3.42-aec
+5

cycle, Fig. 23(d), gives (2 - ~) see, and the av-
+5

erage for both measurements is (1 - ~) sec. The

absolute yield of this activity is found to be

PnYc ~ 0.08 neutron/100 fissions.

An obvious explanation for the unknown activ-

ity in the 85 to 88 masa range lies in increased

neutron yield of the identified parent nuclide,

2.1-sec 85As. From the intensity curves, Figs.

23(d) and (e), one would expect a PnYc value of

0.10 neutron/100 fissions for this nuclide. This

is in contradiction to measurements by Del Marmol

et al. and Tomlinson7 (see Table III). From Reis-

dorf’s;l and Wahl’ S32 primary yield distribution,
86A8 and 86-88

Se are therefore to be accounted for

as still unidentified parent nuclides. lhe fol-

lowing half-life measurements are available for

these nuclfdes: 16 sec for 86Se or 87Se according

to Sattizahn et al.,
38 < ~ sec for 87Se according

.



39
to Notea et ●l., and 6 se. for 87se according to

TOmlimWrI.’OThese data do not permit unambiguous

limitation of the number of the nuclides mentioned.

It iss furthermore, possible that at least part of

the unknown activity can be attributed to a greater
89

yield of 4.5-see Br than that ahown in Table III.

The half-life of the unidentified activity in

+ 1.0the 96 to 100 mass range is found to be (0.7 -
+ 1.9

‘*7)

sec for the 1.37-sec cycle, and (2,7 - 2.7) sec for

+ L.8
the 3.42-see cycle, or an average of (1.5 ~45) sec.

The abaolute yield of this activity la PnYc -=s0.20

neutron/100 fissions, which agrees with buildup

measurement.

On the batiia of half-life and mass range, the

known parent nuclidea
94-96

Kr are a possible expla-

nation. The neutron yields measured by varioua

authors (ace Table III) and general yield consid-

erations preclude explanation by means of theee

known parent nuclidea. With respect to primary

yield, half-life, and mass (the Latter under con-

sideration of “Z-shift”), the nuclides 97Sr,
97-99

Y, and 99-100’Lr can be considered parent nu-

clides of as yet unknown neutron emitters.

Eiden~l has reported the following measure-

ment and estimates of half-lives: s 0.4-aec 97Sr,

l.1-sec 97Y, = 0.8-sec 99Y, 2.4-aec 99Zr, and

cs l-see 100Zr. All these valuea are consistent

with the measured 1.5-sec half-life within the lim-

ite of error.

Figure 24 showe the intensity integral and

average half-life for damping measurements with

44.8-, 7.78-, and 1.88-sec cycle durations per-

formed with heavy fiseion products. The computed

inteneity distribution for the longest cycle dura-

tion ie fitted to the left leg of the measured dis-

tribution. The measured intensity exceeds that

computed for all cycle durations, but the differ-

ence is not clearly outside the limit of error.

This state of affairs confirms that found in build-

up measurement. The meaeured and computed half-

lives agree well; as for light fission products,

the half-life decreasea toward higher massea. For

the 7.78- and 1.88-sec cycles the meaaured valuea

seem to deviate toward longer half-lives. This

means that either the yields of the known iodine

parent nuclides muet be ehifted toward Long half-

Livee, or that the missing part la a relatively

long-Lived nuclide not considered in Table III,

e.g. 11-sec 134Sb.8 Further etatemente about heavy

fission products are not possible because of the

large dispersion in this ma-a range.

3.3. Svatematics of Delayed Neutron Emission.

The measurement and comparison with known neu-

tron emitters ahow the following possible new parent

nuclidea:
86A6 and 86-88~e

+5
T1/2

=(1- 1) aec, PnYc - 0.O8 neutron/

100 fiaaione

97-98Sr, 97-99Y, and 99-100Zr

‘1/2
= (1.5: ~1~) see,

PnYc =0.20 neutron/100 fiseions.

This allocation waa made according to mass position

and half-life of the unknown activity and consid-

ering the yield distribution. We will now examine

whether the systematic of delayed neutron emieaion

permit a selection among the above nuclides.

Pappas et alfil’ 42 and KeepI/’ 43 first at-

tempted to compute neutron yields. The Syntematics

applied herein are a modification of a recent study

by Tomlineon.
40

With Increasing distance from the stable maas

trough, the neutron binding energy decreaeea along

an isobaric line, whereas the maas difference of

neighboring nuclei, and thue the s-decay Q value,

increase. The delayed-neutron emiaaion threshold

ia the IIcontour!?for which the Q value, ~(Z,N).. of

the parent nuclide ~ decay equala the neutron

binding energy, Bn(Z + 1, N - 1), of the emitter.

~ and Bn for nuclides far from the stable mass

trough are generally not meaaured; only in a few

casea can one obtain ~ and Bn from meas”re-
ment531, 44

or by semiempirical extrapolation ac-
44 45

cording to Way and Wood. Wing and Fong’s mass

formula was employed in all other casee. The %

and Bn computed by this formula are available in

the form of tablea.
46

The difference between com-

puted and meaaured maea differences in the mass

range examined averages ~ 0.5 MeV for a distance of

three charge units from the mans trough.

The resulting delayed neutron emission thresh-

old la shown in Fig. 25 and 26 for light and heavy

fiaaion products, respectively. Becauae of the

effect of pairing energy on ~

emiseion threshold differs for

even and odd Z. The threshold

and Bn, the neutron-

parent nuclidea with

of parent nuclidee
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Identified parent nuclide

This study

Center, Z , of primary-charge
P

distribution

Neutron-emission threshold for
parent nuclides with uneven Z

Corresponding line for even Z.
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~ Possible parent nuclfde
pnyc >0.02 neutron/lo(J

fissions

with

~ Identified parent nuclide
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distribution

-u- Neutron emission threshold for
parent nuclides with uneven Z
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.

,

Fig. 26. Section of nuclide chart in the heavy fission-product masa range.
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with odd Z is about two charge units closer to the

stable mass trough for all menses than that of pa-

rent nuclidea with even Z.

Neutron emission is possible with respect to

energy only when the parent nuclide in located on

the “uphill aide” of the threshold. Because of

this energy criterion,
99

Zr ad 100 Zr are clearly

eliminated from among the parent nuclides that

might be considered on the basia of measurement.

The absolute yield, PnYc, will be determined

for parent nuclidea for which neutron emioaion ia

energetically poaaible. Yc is computed according

to Reisdorf31 and Wah132 aa done earlier in Sec.

5.2. The center, Z of primary nuclear-charge
diatribution31 P’

is plotted in Figs. 25 and 26. The

branching ratio, Pn, between neutron- and B-decay

events depends essentially on the spin and parity

of the participating levels and on the distance,

(Qfj- Bn), from threshold.

In addition to the energy criterion, the ab-

aolute value of PnYc ia used as a second selection

criterion. For clarity, only “atrong” neutron

emitters will be considered, i.e., yields ~ 0.02

neutron/100 fissions. Because of the large dis-

crepancy among various theoretical values of
p 41, 43
n’

the aemiempirical Pn-value increase with

distance from the threshold given by Tomlfnson is

adapted for PnYc computation.

The following nuclides are located “on the

threshold” and ahow an average difference,

of+ 0.5 MeV: 84Aa, “Se, 92Kr, ‘2Rb, 97Sr ~9iY~n’
lC3jr 102Nb and 134Sb 136Te 134Xe 140C; and

● . . . .
147La

. None of these were considered “strong” pa-

rent nuclidea, even in the few cases where the com-

puted PnYc barely exceeds 0.02 neutron/100 fiasiona.

The justification for this assumption is that the

available 0.5-MeV energy is inadequate to make the

~ decay sufficiently “fast.” Of the nuclides men-

tioned, Rb could be excluded as a parent nuclide

by expe~ment,12 and 140Ca is out of the question

because of its half-life.

In contraat to the nuclides mentioned,
87Br

and 137I have (~ - Bn) values of 2.5 and 1.7 MeV,

respectively, and are therefore already on the l’up-

hill side” of the threshold. Accordingly, heavy

contributions from these nuclides are already pos-

sible.

The effect of spin and parity on delayed neu-

tron erdaaion haa ●o far been discuaaed only in

42
special caaea; for instance, Pappas et al. com-

85A6 87Br
puted Pn valuea for the parent nuclfdea , ,

and 135I which ●gree well with the meaaured valuea.

However, the necessary data for nuclei that are far

from B stability are generally not sufficiently

known. Accordingly, it might, indeed, be shown by

the aid of spin ●nd parity for initial and final

~-n-decay conditions of the parent nuclides 97Sr

and 97Y, which are of special interest here, that

s neutrons can be emitted only after a forbidden

~ decay. However, since p neutrons already con-

tribute at an evergy of 50 keV above the threah-

old}2 and because p neutron emission is possible

in these cases after permitted B-decay events, a

limitation of the Pn values ia not possible on the

basis of this consideration.

The resulting “possible and strong” parent

nuclides for light and heavy fission products are

plotted in Figs. 25 and 26, respectively. For

light fission products, all 10 known parent nu-

clides (see Table III) also appear from systematic

as “strong possible” parent nuclfdes. This fact

justifies the at first somewhat arbitrary choice of

the lower limit for P Y . In addition to the iden-
nc

tifi.ed parent nuclidea, aystematics yield further

possible parent nuclidea. By comparing these nu-

clides with the mass range possible on the baaia of

the measurement, we attribute the 1.5-sec activity

in the 96 to 100 mass range (P Yn c = 0.20 neutron/

100 fisaiona) that has not been identified so far

to the parent nuclidea
98

Y and 99Y. However, for

the activity in the 85 to 88 mass range, we cannot
86AS and 87

clarify unambiguously whether Se provide

small contributions in addition to the known parent

nuclides 85As and 89Br. Furthermore, in agreement

with the list of known parent nuclidea given in

Table III, systematic yield
93

Kr as the sole pa-

rent nuclide with even atomic number. In the heavy

fission-product case, only
137-1401 and L41-144C8

are possible as strong parent nuclides according to

aystematics. All possible parent nuclidea are

identified (see Table III). Slight neutron activ-

ity has been reported for
142

Ca and 143CS; for
141

Ca and 144Cs no activity could be proven.
12

The experimental finding that light fission

products emit about twice as many delayed neutrons

as do heavy fission products is qualitatively cor-
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rectly represented by

counting the possible

systematic.

strong parent

By simply

nuclidea in the

two masa ranges as a meaaure of neutron yield, one

obtains 17 light and 8 heavy nuclidee. The differ-

ence in neutron yields haa the following causes

(nee Figs. 25 and26): the widening of the masa

trough with increasing masa number causes the neu-

tron-decay threshold of heavy fission products to

be about one charge unit further away from ~ sta-

bility than that of light fission products. On the

outside, the Zp distribution in both masa rangea is
24,31

about equally far from ~ stability. Although

the difference in the threshold positions is par-

tially compensated by the effect of neutron shells

50 and 82, this effect moves the odd-Z threshold of

heavy fission products into the vicinity of the Z
P

distribution in only a small range. For light

fission products, however, the odd-Z threshold and

2P distribution agree throughout the entire yield

range.

The difference ia accentuated because the fn-

crease in Pn with distance from the threshold waa

asavmed to be about twice as strong for light as

for heavy fission products, as in Ref. 40. We can-

not check this assumption ●dequately with the few

measured Pn values, but the overall balance would

not change appreciably even if the Pn trend were

the same for both maaa rangee. The governing ef-

fects for delayed neutron emission systematic are

the threshold position and the position and ahape

of the Z distribution.
P

Our aystematics for delayed neutron emission

provide qualitatively similar reaulta to those pre-

pared by Tomlinaon, although he assumed a somewhat

different 2P distribution. The conclusions from

these ayatematica contradict IGeepinta prediction

that parent nuclides among light fiaaion products
97Rb

occur only up to .
~i~ ob~emation43

ia baaed

on both a different mass formula and a different

2P distribution.

Strong neutron emission by the r-parent nu-

clidea further contradict a result obtained by

Cowan et al?7 which was confirmed by Herrmann et

al.
9

Cowan et al. conclude from diffusion meas-

urements that a large portion, possibly 80% or more,

of the delayed neutron activity comes from bromine

and iodine parent nuclide#. Our meaauraments ●how,

however, that only 65 *8% of total yield ia at-

tributable to bromine

6. POSSIBILITIES FOR

and iodine parent nuclidea.

IMPROVEMENT OF TNE NZTNOD

tinstructi.on of ● new mass separator that will

have better resolution and higher intensity than

the apparatus described here is planned. Because

of its better resolution, the new separator would

permit more exact mass correlation, particularly

of heavy fiosion products, and better statistics

for damping curves would allow breakdown into #ev-

eral half-life components.

The transport device and electronic equipment

might be improved as follows: an endless tranoport

band could be used in the intermittently operating

transport device to eliminate the rewinding which

must be done every 30 min for l-aec cycles uoing

the existing 500-m-long band. Simultaneous regi-

stration of the various ratea by a suitable multi-

channel analyzer would be better than consecutive

recording of time spectra per coincidence rates and

single rates in the multiscaler.

The most important improvement would conaiat

of measuring delayed-neutron energy. The energy

spectra for gross neutron activity have so far been
28-30 and

recorded with only moderate resolution,

spectra for single neutron emitters have not been

measured at all. Apart from general interest in

energy spectra, energy measurement using a maaa

separator has the advantage that a third parameter,

in addition to masa and half-life, becomes available

for differentiation of neutron emitters. The

method would then be equivalent to that used for

identification of short-lived nuclides on the basis
20

of their Y lines. An energy resolving power of

10% would be sufficient for differentiation if each

neutron emitter were characterized by a well-de-

fined neutron energy, and if these energiem for

various emitters differed by about 10%. Such reso-

lution capacity might be achieved with a neutron-

time-of-flight spectrometer
37, 48

triggered by the

8 particle that precedes neutron eminsion, as in

the time-of-flight measurement described in Sec.

3.3..

suNMARY

Delayed neutron emission in
235

U thermal neu-

tron fiacion was investigated with a helium-filled

masa separator. Neutron activity waa meaaured in

coincidence with the neutron emission that precedes

~ decay. Neutron yields ●t different times after

.

. I

.
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fission were obtained by measurement of activity

buildup, and half-Life distribution was obtained by

measurement of activity dampfng.

The maas distribution of these variables was

determined for the entire yield range. Total light

fission-product neutron yield is 1.05 neutrons/100

fissions, but that of heavy fission products is

only 0.53 neutrons/ 100 fissions. Meaaured masa

dependence and time dependence are compared with

published yields of identified neutron emitters.

Unidentified portions of activity in the 85 to 88

(half-life 1 see) and 96 to 100 (half-life 1.5 net)

mass rangea are discussed. The yield difference of

light and heavy fission products is explained using

delayed neutron emission systematic, and the so-far

unidentified activity ie attributed to the parent

nuclides 98Y and 99Y.
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APPENDIX: CONVOLUTION OF MASS-YIELD DISTRIBUTION

To compare the rates meaaurad at the separator

focus with absolute yields, one must either sepa-

rate the measured curves into single yields con-

sidering the resolution function of the apparatus,

or convolute the known yields with the resolution

function. We chose the second method and illus-

trate it for the example of fission rate.

In all masn-separator measurements, one baa-

ically measurea a counting rate at the focus as ●

function of the magnetic field, B. We examfne firat

a known magnetic field, Bo, in which iona of maca

number A. pasa through the separator’a magnetic

field in a stable orbit with radiua of curvature,

Po. Because of the moderate resolution, not only

fission producto of the stable maaa Ao, but rather

a maaa mixture composed of contributions by neigh-

boring maaaes 18 detected at the focus. The fol-

lowing sketch illustrate the situation for two

neighboring maasea. The x-axia runs from the focus

normal to the stable orbit, ●nd in

plane. We want to know the ●um of

tions (croaa-hatched areas) to the

38

the deflection

all contribu-

fiation rate,

AN, in the interval Ax. determined by the fiaaion-

product detector. Then the variable & corre-
0

aponda to the rate measured at the maso separator.

The computation 10 performed with the fol-

lowing conditions:

1. The general relationship x = x(P), deter-

mined by the ion optics of the system, la developed

for

the

and

are

The

P - Po. To firat approximation, a change in

radius of curvature

P-PO+AP &y << p

the corresponding change in x

X=XO+AX

related by:

AX=CP. AP .

2. For ● known maas

(BP)A = const =

values of f(A) can be

(Al)

number, A, we have

f (A). (A2)

obtained from the maaa-

calibration curve (Fig. 3a). From Eq. (A2) it

follows that

AB Q
= P,A = const

Y
o B,A = const 7

from E&. (A2)

Ax—
x B,A = const .

3. Of the variables

from Eq~ (Al)

(A3)

in Eq. (A3),

AB/B is measured directly (see Sec. 2.3).
P,A = conat

Measurement shows that this value can be set con-

stant and independent of mass for Light and heavy

fission products, respectively ((b) Fig. 3 or 4).

Thus it follows from Eq. (A3) that

?pA-const-&
x B A - Conat- conat - RO(A4)

* s

The relative resolution capacity, R, for the two

masa rangea at the respective optimum helium prea-

●ures in the charge-tranafer chamber ia

R - 4.5% for light fission products, 6.7-Torr He

I6.1% for heavy fission products, 1.4-Torr He “

The standard deviation. U(X1), of the reso-

lution function

rr(xi) - co

(see sketch) la -

.x
i.

(AS)

.
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4. The line configuration is described by a Although the terms xi

Gaussian curve as a function of the variable x (see the magnetic-field values,

sketch) . This assumption is valid provided that known Ai can be determined

in Eq. (A6) are unknown,

‘i ‘
corresponding to

from the measured mass-

the resolution function measured aa a function of calibration curve. Therefore, Eq. (A6) is trans-

B is a Gaussian curve (see Sec. 2.3). In a trans- formed from x to B by uae of the relationships

formation from x to B, the line configuration re-

mains Gaussian. U(xi) — o 3,
OB

Using these assumptions, we can represent the
o

fission rate, AN, paesing through the detector win- and

dew, Axo, by:
B. - Bi

(xi - Xo)——— —
B. “

X. + AX012

N_ . ~~fi !~ I
2 2

Ax. I~ i O(xi) ‘Xp - (xi -Xo) ‘Z”(xi) ‘x
(A6)

x - hxof2
o

where vi are the mass yields originally given in Considering finally that the integration over the

fission and the proportionality constant K accounts detector integral for Ax. < ooxo can be approxi-

for the source strength, the solid angle covered by mated bv the value of the resolution function at

the apparatus,
the location x

and leases from multiple scattering.
or Bo, Eq. (A6) becomes

o
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!

To determine the fission-product maaa distribution,
Ax

o i i UoBi ‘Xp - ‘BO - ‘i) ‘2(uOBi) . (A7) the rate ia meaaured at the fission-product detec-

tor focus aa a function of the magnetic field.

The average mass, ~, of the maria mixture present at The meaaured ratea may, in each instance, be com-

the focus is pared with the ~ computed from Eq. (A7).
0

For constant Axo, both the measured and computed

ratea are defined. This condition corresponds to

. (A8) a AB window increasing proportionally to B, so that

the curves plotted against B are distorted. The

true ehape, that related to a constant AB interval,

of the distribution plotted against B is obtained

by; correction of the distribution (“distortion

correction’!).
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